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BEACON HILL STRIDERS: Performance Running

Alan Maddocks, 2017 ©
MAY 2017 PRESENTATION/TALK

Monday, May 22nd, 2017 @ Woodhouse Eaves Village Hall

SUMMARY REPORT

‘A Road Map for the Aspirational Road Runner’

On the evening of Monday, May22nd, Alan Maddocks (Beacon Hill Striders: Performance Running) & Matt Adcock (Hermitage Harriers) offered presentations to an appreciative audience that included runners, coaches, and team managers from several clubs from across the East Midlands.

Alan and Matt offered three presentations:
	A presentation that covered: the state of local road-running compared to a generation ago; the difference between aspirational and non-aspirational runners; profiles of successful runners who have bridged the gap from local road-running to international/Olympic level; & the key principles of training for success at road running
	A presentation that outlined the key steps that clubs can take to help support, lead, develop and nurture aspirational runners within the club, by responding to and meeting the needs of aspirational runners
	A presentation that offered a ‘Road Map’ for aspirational runners by outlining eight key steps that such runners should follow 


Presentation 1: Alan Maddocks
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BARROW 6M Road Race (January 1988)

	1st: 29-25 / 5th: 30-24 / 10th: 31-10 / 
	20th: 32-34 / 50th: 34-52 / (410 Runners)
Sub 35 minutes: 12%

BARROW 6M Road Race (January 2016)

	1st: 32-17 / 5th: 33-18 / 10th: 34-21 / 
	20th: 35-11 / 50th: 36-36 / (720 Runners)
Sub 35 minutes: 2.5%

Alan opened the evening by providing damning evidence of the decline in standards of local road running in the past thirty years. Comparing race results from the 1980s with those of the present day, Alan noted that whilst the number of participants had increased markedly, the quality of performance had correspondingly dipped alarmingly. (See: slide)
Alan proposed that the reasons for this had more to do with lack of ambition and application, rather than any lack of latent talent. Alan also questioned whether the knowledge base in many newer clubs matched the knowledge and experience within most clubs a generation ago. Furthermore, he highlighted the missing demographic (males aged 20-35) at the forefront of current road running, that to a large extent accounts for the decline in performance levels. 

Alan concluded this part of the presentation by highlighting that - given the current depressed standards of local road-running (across the UK) - this provided a wonderful opportunity for the more aspirational runner to make his/her mark at the local level at the very minimum. Moreover, he provided examples (both local & national) of runners who had started as local road-runners (often at a very modest level of attainment) and had gone on - through exhibiting and practicing aspirational characteristics - to compete at both international and Olympic levels. 

Alan went on to compare the differences between ‘aspirational’ & ‘non-aspirational’ runners. He did so by focusing on three key variables: mind-set; training practice; and general habits. 

(Note: Alan intends to produce an article on this topic, & to publish this on the ‘Beacon Hill Striders’ website in the not too distant future)

To conclude this initial presentation Alan looked at the ‘key principles of successful running’ (from 5K to Marathon). He identified these to be: consistent training (as reflected in daily training, week-in week-out); relevant training (as reflected in being specific to the needs of the race distances run); sufficient training (in terms of the overall volume of training in relation to race-distances targeted); appropriate training (in terms of appropriate interval lengths and paces for quality sessions undertaken); & balanced training (that has the appropriate volume of low-intensity work in relation to higher intensity work).


Presentation 2: Matt Adcock

The second presentation of the evening focused on what local road running clubs can do the nurture, foster, & develop a more aspirational culture within their clubs. Matt Adcock, a leading protagonist in the recent development of Hermitage Harriers, used the example of his club as a case-study that others could follow. (Hermitage Harriers have in recent years become a leading force at the County level, and a developing force at the Regional level)

Matt began by outlining the route that his club had taken to address the needs of their members and to formulate an aspirational vision for future development. He stated that the club conducted an internal survey to: gather the views of club members; identify their needs; and to ascertain goals and ambitions. Aligned with internal conversations, collective goals that would be meaningful for members were identified, and an aspirational vision for the club was formed. 

Having done this, the club committee (under the strong leadership of the club chair) sought to sell the vision to all members, stressing the individual benefits that each member could expect to gain. Structures were put in place to help deliver the vision. These included: building a coaching team by supporting interested individuals to undertake routes to coaching qualifications; offering regular (weekly) structured training sessions; offering a diverse range of training opportunities; establishing strong internal communications; & focusing on organisational competence (in relation to such things as race entries & travel arrangements).

Matt continued by stressing the steps taken to foster an aspirational mind-set amongst their leading athletes. These included: identifying targeted races to expand experience levels; reflecting upon how goals were being achieved; and providing encouragement and support. The club looked to expand their participation at the Regional level (through participation in road relay championships) and at National level (by sending complete teams to the National Cross-Country Championships). By providing a clear direction (in line with the vision formed) for club members, the club sought to raise aspirational levels, and to encourage individual members to aim high. Matt noted that as the club became more successful, this reinforced the buy-in to the vision, and provided encouragement to continue building for future success.

Matt concluded by sharing some of the feedback received from club members (see slide below)
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What our athletes said:

	Enjoyed structured running for improvement 

		e.g. speedwork
	Appreciated the support and being valued
	Benefited from: 
	Motivation of targets and goals
	Quality training groups
	Increased camaraderie 
	Working alongside ‘better’ / more experience runners
	Being part of larger groups
	Attending ‘higher quality’ races
	Being able to record / evaluate improvement








Presentation 3: Alan Maddocks

The final presentation of the evening offered an eight-point ‘Road Map’ for the aspirational road runner (or indeed any aspirational runner). The eight-point plan is as follows: 

	Making a personal ‘decision’ to seek excellence (over participation) by prioritising running in one’s life

Making a ‘commitment’ towards: personal aims/goals; specific race targets; and consistent (daily) training practice
	Conducting on-going personal research as to what’s needed to reach the top. Such research to include: an understanding of exercise physiology; an understanding of training practices; and reading into the paths taken by successful runners, by reading their biographies and analysing their training logs
Based on the research undertaken: identifying, adopting, and adapting good/best practice
Setting goals, and conducting regular planning - on a seasonal, monthly, and weekly basis - to achieve those goals
Recording and monitoring personal training practice in a sufficiently detailed format to inform upon future goal-setting and planning
	Constantly evaluating the effectiveness of the training undertaken, making marginal revisions on a day-to-day basis
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Road Map: Step 8 
Seeking Help:
Knowledge/Experience / Perspective
Motivation / Reporting
Model: mentor / guide / advisor
Model: specific coaching (online)
Model: specific coaching (in-person)
(Optional)

Seeking help from those with greater experience and knowledge (see slide below)

Alan expanded upon each of the steps listed above, detailing key aspects of each step. He noted that by following each step listed the aspirational runner would be far more effective in seeking to achieve their goals.



………………………………………………………………………..

Each presentation was very well received by those present, with the following responses amongst the audience feedback subsequently received after the event:

	“Thanks for organising yesterday’s talk, we both found it very interesting” (CH/DH / parent & runner)

“Inspiring as ever, & has got me thinking about my next phase of training” (M.A. / runner)
“Just to say thank you for a great evening. It went really well” (B.L. triathlete)
	“Thanks for last night. Something there for everyone to take on board” (T.F. / coach)
	“Many thanks for last night. I really enjoyed your talk” (S.H. / runner/coach)

………………………………………………………………………..

The discussions generated by these presentations amongst those attending the talk showed that there are a number of like-minded individuals concerned with the declining performance levels of local road running, and the general lack of aspiration shown by runners in general, and running clubs in particular. Consequently, Alan & Matt intend to invite in the near future (Summer/Autumn 2017) up to a dozen runners, coaches, & representatives from local/area athletics organisations to a ‘round-table’ to discuss the issues further, and to generate ideas on addressing these issues. … If you would like to hear the outcomes of such a discussion (once held), please just e-mail Alan.

………………………………………………………………………….


For a range of running training related articles, please visit the:
Beacon Hill Striders (Performance Running) Resource Centre: 

http://beaconhillstriders.co.uk/resource-centre/

The next talk/presentation … subject/theme to be confirmed … is scheduled for late Autumn 2017. … Details to follow.





